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the following string: $ str = "There's a string with spaces"; $ str = str_replace(array(" "," ","\r","\t"), "", $str); This will remove all of the spaces.
But what if I want to replace a single space at a specific location? $ str = "There's a string with spaces"; $ str = str_replace(array(" "," ","\r","\t"),
"", str_replace(" ", "", $str)); This will replace the space with a single space because there is no space following the space. So I want to take the
replace the first space after "There's". The first "There's" has a space, the second "There's" doesn't. I want to remove the first space after the

"There's" and replace it with a single space. How would I go about doing this? I can do this with Regex but I'm hoping there's a simpler way. A: if
(preg_match('/ /', $input) &&!preg_match('/ /', $input[$match])) { f30f4ceada
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